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Automation is everywhere. According to research from Gartner, by 2019 “75
percent of enterprises will have more than six diverse automation
technologies within their IT management portfolios.” Just three years ago,

How automation techniques can and should be
implemented in the modern technology company to let the
software engineers get back to innovating.

that number was fewer than 20 percent. To some, the growing trend of
automation signals an industry shift away from throwing bodies at problems and toward leveraging technology to better enable repetitive
and patternbased work. The reality is, automation frees up time so humans can focus on deeper concerns and creating greater value.
In the case of app development, strategically utilizing automation means that engineers can spend less time performing monotonous
tasks and more time focusing on what matters most to their organization’s bottom line: strategy and innovation.
As technology moves forward, consumers will increasingly expect their technology to be continuously updated with a neverending
stream of new features. Automation (https://appdevelopermagazine.com/5635/2017/10/27/Automicintelligentautomationplatformreleased/) is
the catalyst to enabling organizations to keep up with the relentless pace that their customers continue to demand; it enables
organizations to release software updates faster and with fewer resources. The app that keeps up with consumer expectations,
responds to consumer feedback, and rolls out new features the fastest is the app that will dominate the marketplace.
However, many organizations still struggle to embrace automation because it means taking their hands off the wheel and relinquishing
control. This hesitation is holding back the product. The value of an engineering team doesn’t lie in how many tickets they close on a
given day. An engineering team is at its most valuable when they’re able to use their expertise to solve the software problems that lead
to tickets in the first place. Automation frees up their time so they can do just that.
To unlock the advantages of automation (https://appdevelopermagazine.com/5621/2017/10/25/LetstalkaboutQAautomation/), it must be
implemented with intent and purpose. While organizations may want to see immediate, largescale improvements, it’s best to start with
small tasks. It can be as simple as looking at an organization’s ten most common tickets and realizing that eight of them can be
automated. This topdown approach to automation is vital for a variety of reasons. It helps minimize damage during the ramp up and
learning process. It also allows you to engage workers in areas more likely to be affected by automation  such as patching, software
maintenance, and deployment  and lets them advocate for these new processes. As you move forward, each successful automation
deployment will build on previous success and introduce more staff to the benefits of the process.
Establishing this base for automation takes a lot of hard work, discipline, and patience. That’s why companies like Datapipe are creating
tools like Trebuchet. Trebuchet combines a comprehensive set of proven processes to create an endtoend platform that will accelerate
cloud deployment (https://appdevelopermagazine.com/5593/2017/10/4/oracletousethenewnvidiateslagpu/). Trebuchet takes care of

automation processes, so that engineers are empowered to build with velocity and agility and deliver value to an organization.
Automation may seem scary to some, but it’s far from a “Terminator” movie. Let the machines do the dirty work of repetitive tasks so
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engineers can focus on developing new and exciting software. Automation isn’t a replacement to human intelligence, it’s a supplement.
And with it, engineers are more empowered than ever to do innovative work.
A terrifying look into where AI is going and how the singularity is near (https://amzn.to/2th0qad)

Ray Kurzweil, the prizewinning author, and scientist says that artificial circuits replicating themselves at a molecular level will merge
with the biological circuits that constitute our nervous systems, giving rise an "enhanced" human superintelligence. Once this starts
happening, what we now call the Internet will in effect become telepathic, giving these enhanced humans instantaneous access to all
available knowledge and information as they fashion their brave new world.
475 Tax Deductions for Businesses and Self-Employed Individuals (https://amzn.to/2GvnMkt)

Are you paying more taxes than you have to as a developer or freelancer? The IRS is certainly not going to tell you about a deduction
you failed to take, and your accountant is not likely to take the time to ask you about every deduction you’re entitled to. As former IRS
Commissioner Mark Everson admitted, “If you don’t claim it, you don’t get it.
The Latest Nerd Ranch Guide (3rd Edition) to Android Programming
(https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/0134706056/ref=as_li_qf_asin_il_tl?ie=UTF8&tag=moonbeam0720&creative=9325&linkCode=as2&creativeASIN=0134706056&linkId=02bbdf3500e488212c8dc6d166ef154d)

Write and run code every step of the way, using Android Studio to create apps that integrate with other apps, download and display
pictures from the web, play sounds, and more. Each chapter and app has been designed and tested to provide the knowledge and
experience you need to get started in Android development.
A hands-on guide to mastering mobile forensics for iOS and Android (https://amzn.to/2GAJqnw)

Get handson experience in performing simple to complex mobile forensics techniques Retrieve and analyze data stored not only on
mobile devices but also through the cloud and other connected mediums A practical guide to leveraging the power of mobile forensics
on popular mobile platforms with lots of tips, tricks, and caveats.

This content is made possible by a guest author, or sponsor; it is not written by and does not necessarily reflect the views of App
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